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Saturday, November 12 of 2022

WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN
CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

My dear children,

Today I come to the world as the Great Higher Mirror of God.

I come as a simple Instrument of the Eternal Father so that, through the Inner Mirror of My Heart,
the victorious merits achieved by My Son Jesus may be reflected and deposited once again in Brazil
and in the world, merits that are preciously kept within the Ark of the Holy Covenant.

It will be in this way, My children, that Brazil and the world will be relieved of the invasive
information and stimuli that human beings receive in these times, which make their lives
insensitive, autonomous from God and indifferent before the sorrowful situations that the current
humanity goes through.

As this Great Higher Mirror of God, Your Heavenly Mother comes today so that as many souls as
possible may be in contact with the Attributes of the Supreme Source in the inner planes. This is
urgent because as times goes by in this chaotic surface, many souls become disconnected from that
which is true and essential.

For this reason, the Celestial Father sends Me again to the world, the suffering world, to remind
you, the believers and the nonbelievers, that many are letting themselves be dragged toward the
abyss of the beast. And the beast, by means of its cunning, pride and arrogance, deceives and holds
with its claws many priests of the Church, many peoples and nations that are already being
converted into territory of extensive spiritual darkness.

With prayers and more consciousness, I come once again to ask you to continue praying for Brazil
and South America because the destiny of Brazil and of the whole world is in your hands.

Meanwhile, in this time, the Mother of the Mirrors of God gathers all Her army upon the surface of
the Earth to awaken and call them to the reality from which many want to hide because they fear
facing it.

But My Son gave you His Word, He delivered His Message to you throughout the last years and
granted you the path of your conversion and forgiveness through the spiritual science of the
Sacraments.

Then, remember all the Graces received and act according to the Will of God because moments of
greater watchfulness and discernment will come.

Trust in the Holy Spirit and do not stop taking the steps toward the Heart of God.

Do not forget the acts of Mercy. Do not become crystallized in the spiritual and prayerful path.
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Be warriors available in love, tolerance and peace.

Cultivate dialogue, manifest coherence in your choices and faithfully follow the Attributes of God.
In this way, you will make a planet that is freer of darkness, violence and impunity.

Love life and respect it. Do not allow Creation to continue to be outraged.

I pray for Brazil, for its destiny, for all its dear people of God.

Be peacemakers of My Son. We ask you once again not to get involved with lies and comments;
may you love the Silence of God.

I thank you for responding to My Call in consciousness.

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace


